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Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) is an ion beam analysis technique. In PIXE, atoms in the
sample are excited when the sample is bombarded with protons, α particles, or heavy ions. X-rays
are emitted when atoms in the sample de-excite. Each element has unique characteristic x-rays. In
the spectrum, area of each peak is proportional to the elemental concentration in the sample.
The existing PIXE set-up in the accelerator laboratory was upgraded to external beam PIXE to do
in air measurements, because of need to analyse large amounts of archaeological samples. Different
exit window set-ups were constructed and tested. The goal was to get maximum beam spot area
with minimum beam energy loss in the exit window. The set-up enables the use of 100 nm thick
Si3N4 exit window membranes and 4-mm-diameter beam spot area. For the measurements in the
current work, a 500 nm thick Si3N4 membrane was used due to its higher durability.
Current measurement can be difficult when doing PIXE in air because of ionization of air molecu-
les in the beam’s path and charge collection differences at sample surface. The set-up utilizes a
beam profile monitor (BPM), which measures the current in vacuum prior to the exit window, and
therefore is not affected by the current measurement difficulties in air. Along with the BPM, a cur-
rent integrator was also used in the current measurements. Current integrator was used to collect
the charge from the sample holder. These two methods together provided reliable way of current
measurement.
With the developed set-up, 166 pottery pieces from the neolithic stone age from different parts
of Finland, Sweden and Estonia, were measured to determine their elemental concentrations for
provenance research. AXIL software was used to analyse the spectra.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Brief history of the PIXE method
PIXE stands for Particle Induced X-ray Emission. It is an ion beam analysis (IBA)
technique. IBA techniques are non-invasive, non-destructive and multielemental.
PIXE is a very sensitive and simple method and several tens of µg of sample is enough
for PIXE experiments [1]. PIXE can be used in many fields of study. It is commonly
used in art and archaeology [2], biology [3], medicine [4], environmental problems [5]
etc. Main idea of the PIXE method is to excite atoms of the specimen with the ion
beam of protons, α-particles or heavy ions and detect characteristic x-rays, which are
emitted by the target atoms when they are de-excited. In the spectrum, measured
with e.g. a semiconductor x-ray detector, the area at the characteristic x-ray peaks is
proportional to the concentration of the different elements in the sample.
Early days of PIXE method included electrons used as projectiles. Heavier par-
ticles were shown to give x-ray emission by James Chadwick in the year 1912 [6].
Chadwick used α particles from radioactive source as projectiles. However, this was
before accelerators so the beam intensity was too low for PIXE analysis. Accelerators
started to be utilized in the nuclear physics research in the 1950s. Because of the
x-ray background in the nuclear experiments, lots of research were done on about the
x-ray emission. This gave a lot of new information about the role of particle’s atomic
number and energy in the X-ray production cross sections. It was known from the
theory that the amount of bremsstrahlung radiation emitted by the heavy charged
particles was much lower than by the light particles such as electrons. Reason for
this low bremsstrahlung radiation is that deceleration experienced by projectile in the
specimen is much smaller for ions than for electrons. By using proton beams, main
component of bremsstrahlung was from secondary electrons [7].
Before the late 1960s, the main detection option was wavelength-dispersive spec-
troscopy which could detect only one x-ray line at a time. In energy-dispersive spec-
troscopy, one can detect all the x-ray lines at the same time. Lithium-drifted Si(Li)
detectors made this energy-dispersive spectroscopy possible using multi-channel pulse
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height analysis.
PIXE was first introduced in a publication by Johansson et al. [8] in 1970 at the Lund
Institute of Technology. They showed that using MeV protons with high resolution
Si(Li) detectors, it was possible to do multielemental analysis at 10−12g level.
1.2 The aim of this thesis
The aim of this thesis is to document the novel external beam PIXE set-up and typical
experimental parameters thereof. The theory part includes characteristic x-ray pro-
duction, formation of the background spectrum and quantitative analysis. In experi-
mental part, the developed external beam PIXE set-up is explained. Constructing and
testing exit window support set-up and beam current measurements are explained in
detail. Also, PIXE measurements on archaeological samples and results are described.
1.3 Aim of the research
Our motive in physics department for this research was to develop existing PIXE
set-up so that it is suitable for extensive archaeological research. Paper about the
new external beam PIXE set-up with large area SiN window has been submitted [9].
With the developed external beam PIXE set-up, 166 archaeological pottery pieces
were analysed to determine their elemental concentrations. With these results, ar-
chaeologists can determine the provenance of these neolithic stone age pottery pieces
and with that, the migration of human population in northern Europe at that time.
Presentation about the analysis of the provenance results was held in International
Symposium on Archaeometry in Los Angeles in May 2014 [10].
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2 Theory
2.1 Characteristic x-rays
Atom gets excited when it is bombarded with high energy photons or energetic ions.
Characteristic x-rays are emitted when an excited atom de-excites. In the measure-
ments described in this thesis, protons were used as energetic ions. Due to the
Coulomb interaction between projectile ion and inner shell electron, energetic ion
ejects inner shell electron off as a photoelectron and a vacancy is created. Then, an
outer shell electron fills the vacancy and the energy difference between the shells is
emitted as a characteristic x-ray. This characteristic x-ray identifies the atom because
each element have unique set of energy levels.
Inner shell electrons have higher binding energy than outer shell electrons. Energy of
emitted x-ray is:
Ex = Ei − Ej (1)
Where Ei is binding energy of inner cell electron and Ej binding energy of outer cell
electron.
When outer shell electron drops to K-shell, emitted x-ray is called K x-ray. For
example when K shell electron is ejected and electron from the L-shell fills the vacancy,
emitted x-ray is called Kα1 or Kα2 x-ray. From LIII − shell Kα1 and from LII − shell
Kα2 . When vacancy is created in the L-shell, x-rays are called L x-rays and so on.
Figure 1 shows the main principle of characteristic x-ray formation in PIXE method.
3
Figure 1: Characteristic x-rays in PIXE method
K-shell de-excitation time is about 10−16s [6]. Sometimes, when vacancy is created
in the inner shell and outer shell electron fills the vacancy, energy between the shells
can be transferred to another electron in the outer shell ejecting it from the atom.
This electron is called an auger electron. So at that time, characteristic x-ray is not
emitted from the atom.
2.2 X-ray production cross section
Best theory to predict inner-shell ionization cross sections is called ECPSSR theory.
Cross sections from the ECPSSR theory are widely used in PIXE analysis. It’s ac-
curacy to experimental data is within 10%. In ECPSSR, E stands for energy loss
during the collision, C for deflection of the projectile ion by the Coulomb field, PSS
for perturbation of the atomic stationary states and R for relativistic effects of the
target atom’s inner-shell electron. ECPSSR theory works best with high energies. It
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overpredicts the experimental results in the low projectile velocity regime [11].
2.3 Background spectrum
The limit of detection in PIXE spectrum is mainly determined by the continuous back-
ground that underlies the characteristic x-ray peaks. Sources for this continuous back-
ground radiation in the low energy PIXE spectrum are atomic bremsstrahlung (AB),
secondary electron bremsstrahlung (SEB) and quasi-free electron bremsstrahlung
(QFAB). Detection limit of PIXE in the case of elements with Z<35 is determined
by SEB, AB and QFAB background components [12]. SEB and AB are the main
components in the low energy PIXE spectrum [13]. Other components forming the
background are nuclear bremsstrahlung (NB) and the Compton tail of γ-rays, which
is produced by the nuclear reactions.
2.3.1 Atomic bremsstrahlung
Atomic bremsstrahlung comes from Coulumbic encounters of the projectile with the
bound electrons in the material. Electrons in the atom inner shell gets excited by
the encounter with the projectile. When electron returns to it’s original state, it
emits photons with a continuum spectrum. Reason for this continuum spectrum is
that emitted photons come from different depths in the material and they lose energy
when travelling through the material. Photons coming from different depths lose
different amount of energy and hence the continuum spectrum.
We can obtain equation for atomic Bremsstrahlung cross-section by using PWBA
theory and hydrogen-like wavefunction [13]:
dσAB
d(h¯ω)
=
8a20α
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pih¯ω
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dq
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×
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Where h¯ω is the energy of the photon, a0 is the Bohr atomic radius, α is the fine-
structure constant, Zp is projectile’s atomic number, ZT is target’s atomic number,
c is the speed of light in vacuum, vp is the velocity of the projectile, θL is photon
emission angle with respect to the incident projectile direction and ZpS(ZT , q)|2 is
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given in [14].
2.3.2 Secondary electron bremsstrahlung
In the secondary electron bremsstrahlung, the projectile ejects an electron from a
target material. Then, that electron interacts with target nuclei’s coulomb field while
passing through the target material and gets scattered and loses energy. Emitting
secondary electron bremsstrahlung.
The cross-section of secondary electron bremsstrahlung (SEB) can be obtained by
using BEA theory for the electron ejection cross-sections, PWBA equation for electron
bremsstrahlung and Bethe equation for the energy loss [13]:
dσSEB
d(h¯ωL)
=
1
2pi
Z2p(
e2
h¯c
)5
a20ZT
mec
2
(h¯ω)2
(C1 + C2 sin
2 θL) (3)
Where C1 and C2 are given in [15].
SEB can be characterized by [12]:
Tm = 2meV
2
P (4)
Where VP is projectile’s velocity and Tm is the maximum energy which the projectile
can transfer to a free electron at rest. Above Tm, the intensity of secondary electron
bremsstrahlung decreases very quickly. This happens because there are many more
free and outer-shell electrons than inner-shell electrons and the bremsstrahlung energy
higher than Tm is produced by the target atom’s ejected inner-shell electrons.
From figure 2, it can be seen how cross-sections of AB and SEB behave as a function
of proton energy with different photon energies. Atomic bremsstrahlung dominates
with low proton energies and secondary electron bremsstrahlung with higher proton
energies. When increasing proton energy, AB stays dominant longer in the higher
photon energies.
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Figure 2: Comparison of cross-sections by secondary electron bremsstrahlung and
atomic bremsstrahlung with photon energies 2, 4 and 6 keV [13].
2.3.3 Quasi-free electron bremsstrahlung
Quasi-free electron bremsstrahlung (QFEB) is produced when the projectile velocity
is much larger than velocity of the orbital electrons of the target atom. Then, with
the projectile velocity, target electrons are regarded as free electrons in a projectile
frame producing QFEB in the projectile’s Coulomb field.
The equation for the cross section of quasi-free electron bremsstrahlung [16]:
dσQFEB
dΩd(h¯ω)
=
Nτ
pi
Z2p
( e2
h¯c
)5
a20
mec
2
Trh¯ω
×
[
sin2 θ +
1
4
(1 + p2)(3 cos2 θ − 1)ln
(
1 + p
1− p
)
− 1
2
p(3 cos2 θ − 1)
]
(5)
Where Nτ is the number of electrons of the target atom and p
2 = 1− h¯ω/Tr.
Energy spectrum of QFEB can be characterized by relative kinetic energy Tr [17]:
Tr =
meEP
MP
(6)
Where Ep is energy of the projectile and MP is mass of the projectile.
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2.4 Quantitative analysis
Elemental concentrations in the sample can be obtained from PIXE spectra using the
following formula [1]:
dN = A(s)n(s)σωkΩTdS (7)
Where dN is the number of counts coming from the number of A(s) atoms in the
sample’s surface element of dS. n(s) is total number of protons in area of cm2 going
through that same surface element. σ is cross section for ionization, ω is the fluores-
cent yield, k is the probability for relative transition for the x-ray transition used in
experiments. Ω is the solid angle.  is detector’s efficiency. T is transmission through
irradiation chamber window. It also includes absorption by absorber, if one is used,
and sample’s self-absorption.
By integrating over the whole sample, the total number of counts N in peak can be
calculated. n(s) is taken to be constant if the beam density distribution is uniform.
So by integrating A(s) over the whole surface, following formula is achieved:
N = AnσωkΩt (8)
A stands for total number of certain element’s atoms in the sample. Experimentally,
the values of N for each peak can be obtained by using computer program to fit certain
polynomial background model to spectrum and Gaussian to each peak.
By using the standard sample of known composition, one is able to determine the
composition of inhomogeneous sample by irradiating them both in similar conditions
and normalizing the sample’s peak areas with the peak areas of the standard sample.
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3 Experimental part
3.1 Accelerator setup
In the figure 3 can be seen layout of the main accelerators in the laboratory. PIXE
experiments are carried out with 5 MV TAMIA accelerator in the beam line 3. There
is also 500 kV KIIA ion implanter in the laboratory.
Figure 3: Layout of accelerator laboratory
Figure 4 shows all the main ion-optical components of the accelerator system
related to PIXE measurements, from the ion source to the beam line.
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Figure 4: overview of all the parts in the beam’s path [18]
3.1.1 Ion source
Principle of operation in the ion source is that there is a cooled cathode, which is
connected to negative high voltage potential, and a hot ionizing surface. Cesium
vapour is injected between them from the oven. Some of the Cs condenses on the
front of the cathode and some gets ionized by the ionizing surface. Then, the ionized
Cs is accelerated towards the cathode. When ionized Cs hits the cathode, it sputters
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particles from it. Then, particles from the cathode go through the condensed cesium
layer and gets electrons from it. Hence then, this ion source produces negative ions
[19].
3.1.2 Acceleration
Negative ions from the ion source are lead to the accelerator through the injection
magnet. Accelerator used for the irradiation experiments was TAMIA 5 MV tan-
dem Van De Graaff -accelerator EGP-10-II. It uses Van De Graaff generator and a
two stage tandem acceleration to get protons with desired energy. In this Van De
Graaff generator, a few kilovolt d.c power supply is connected to a brush of metal
wires. Corona discharge between these wires and a conveyor belt transports electric
charge to the belt, which then carries charge to the high voltage terminal. In tandem
acceleration, negative ions from the ion source get first acceleration when they are ac-
celerated towards the positive high voltage terminal. Then in the gas stripping canal,
electrons from negative ions are stripped off and positive proton beam is repelled by
the positive high voltage terminal and second stage of acceleration begins [20].
Accelerator used for the measurements is located at the University of Helsinki’s faculty
of science, division of materials physics accelerator laboratory, in Kumpula Helsinki.
It provided 3 MeV protons for this experiment. Figure 5 shows the pressurized tank.
Acceleration tube is located inside the tank.
3.1.3 Beam line
Beam is lead to the beam line through the analysing magnet. Beam Profile Monitor
(BPM), which is used to measure beam current, is placed in vacuum before the exit
window where the beam enters the laboratory atmosphere.
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Figure 5: Pressurized accelerator tank [18]
3.2 External beam PIXE
Bringing the beam in to air has many advantages compared to doing PIXE in vac-
uum. Size and shape of the sample don’t matter because there is plenty of room for
the measurements. External beam provides also ease at sample handling and speeds
up switching of the samples. Bringing the beam in to air also reduces the damage
which can be caused by heating of the sample at the beam spot. That is because heat
is removed through convection by air. Another advantage is that biological samples
which contain water, and other samples that could get damaged in the vacuum, can
often be analysed by external beam PIXE at the atmospheric pressure.
External beam PIXE also removes the charging effects of insulating samples [21].
Charging effect causes big amounts of bremsstrahlung radiation. That happens be-
cause when using positively charged ion beams, it builds a positive charge on the
sample surface. When potential is high enough, discharge occurs and electrons get
high accelerations and produce background radiation. Usually, conductive coating is
placed over the sample in vacuum to remove this effect but in air this is not necessary.
There are some disadvantages when using PIXE in air. One is energy loss of the
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beam, which happens because of the exit window, and also beam’s path in air reduces
energy of the beam.
Current measurement in external beam PIXE can also be problematic because the
beam ionizes the path it travels in air. Then, when collecting the charge from the
sample, electrons from the ionization path can cause error in current measurement.
One thing that can also cause problems, is the fact that measurement geometry has
to stay the same with every measurement and in external beam PIXE, set-up is in
laboratory without any cover. One must be very careful not to change the geometry
when switching samples [22].
Figure 6 shows a model of our external beam PIXE configuration with profilometer
to measure current, fast shutoff valve for vacuum protection, vacuum meter and close-
up of the beam extraction window, detector and sample holder.
Under the sample holder, there is also a lab jack which is used to support the sample
and it can be used to raise and lower the sample. We used video camera to monitor
the position of the beam spot.
Figure 6: General layout of the external beam PIXE set-up
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The set-up is constructed at beam line 3 in the acceleration laboratory. It was
decided that the previous vacuum PIXE configuration will be upgraded to external
beam PIXE configuration because of need to analyse number of historical ceramic
samples with short measurement time. Some parts of this new configuration are
based on earlier set-ups that were done in accelerator laboratory [23,24].
In the set-up, all parts that can get hit by the ion beam, are made of graphite. This
reduces the background spectrum.
3.2.1 Exit window
Beam exits vacuum through the exit window. Exit window is a thin foil which sep-
arates the vacuum from the laboratory atmosphere. It has to be strong enough to
withstand the pressure difference and thin enough so that the beam doesn’t lose much
energy when going through it. Kapton or other polymer foils are commonly used as
exit windows [25].
The goal was to get maximum beam spot size with minimum exit window membrane
thickness. With large beam spot size, it is possible to get high total beam current
with low beam current density. That way one could reduce the measurement time
and get better detection sensitivity and also minimize the damage done to the sample
by the beam. With the large beam spot size, one could get larger sample area hit
by the beam without needing to move the sample to scan the surface. Archaeological
samples like potteries are usually inhomogeneous, so with small beam spot area, one
can not get complete analysis of the sample.
We decided to use 500 nm thick Si3N4 membrane window from Silson ltd. It has
crystal structure which is much stronger at such thickness than polymer foils. The
membrane also has good resistance to beam damage and to pressure. Because it is
much thinner than polymer foils, beam’s energy loss through it is smaller. We used
special carbon grid support under the exit window. That way, we could get effective
beam spot size of 3.5mm2.
Si3N4 membrane window has a surrounding supporting silicon frame. Exit window
was glued from the surrounding frames to the aluminium which is surrounding the
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membrane-supporting carbon piece. Epoxy glue was used.
First, Si3N4 window was carefully placed at right spot so that holes in the carbon grid
were aligned with Si3N4 window. Then, each vertex were carefully glued so that the
glue didn’t go under the frame, but over and to the side of the frame. Then after glue
was stiff enough, each side was glued.
30 nm and 100 nm Si3N4 foils were also tested but they usually broke during gluing
because slight frictional forces between the foil and the carbon grid was enough to
brake them. If they survived gluing, they often broke at vacuum testing, so they were
not thick enough to withstand the pressure difference and associated frictional forces
between the membrane and the graphite support. We tried them supported and not
supported. One time, 100 nm thick window survived both gluing and vacuum tests
supported. However, it was very difficult to do and many 100 nm windows broke
either during gluing or at the vacuum test. 500 nm foil survived gluing and vacuum
testing (both supported and not supported) easily, so we decided to use it, instead
of 100 nm foil supported, because it was more robust to use. Beam’s energy loss is
not much bigger in 500 nm window than in 100 nm window. We decided to use the
foil supported so that bending of the membrane, which happens because of pressure
difference, doesn’t affect the beam energy.
Figure 7 is a picture of the carbon piece flat side up so it supports the window and
in figure 8 it is upside down.
Figure 7: Picture of the carbon piece
flat side up
Figure 8: Picture of the carbon piece
upside down
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In the table 1, the tests and results with different exit window set-ups are shown.
Foil thickness [nm] Supported Carbon piece Result
30 No Upside down Breaks during assembly or vacuum testing
30 Yes Flat side up Breaks during assembly or vacuum testing
100 No Upside down Breaks during vacuum testing
100 Yes Flat side up Holds with difficulty
500 No Upside down Holds
500 Yes Flat side up Holds
Table 1: Exit window tests
Supported means that carbon grid supports the window so that the window is in
contact with the grid. Not supported means that the carbon piece is upside down and
it is not in contact with the window.
Figure 9 shows stainless steel rod with epox glue surrounding the silicon frame
of the 500 nm thick Si3N4 exit window. Size of the frame is 10 mm x 10 mm and
thickness 200 µm. We used carbon grid support which was perforated with 7×7 holes
of 0.3 mm in diameter. Size of the membrane is 4.0 mm x 4.0 mm. Bored graphite
cylinders are lined up inside the rod to prevent the beam from hitting the steel.
Figure 9: Si3N4 exit window
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As can be seen in figure 6, we used fast closing valve to protect accelerator vacuum
in case of rupture of our exit window membrane. Fast closing valve was series 752
valve from VAT. In case of a window rupture, valve is able to close within 10 ms.
3.2.2 Detector and measurement electronics
Detector used in this experiment is Canberra Ultra LEGe detector GUL0110. It has
wide performance range from few hundred electron volts to a few hundred kilo electron
volts. Detector area is 100 mm2 and thickness is 10 mm. Resolution of this 100 mm2
Ultra LEGe detector is less than 150 eV at 5,9 keV, which is very good when compared
to e.g. best 100 mm2 Si(Li) detectors which have resolution of over 160 eV. 0,025 mm
Beryllium window was used as a detector window [26].
Measurements were done with 950 V reverse bias. Under reverse bias, an electric
field extents across depleted region in P-I-N structured Germanium detector. Charge
carriers are produced when x-rays from the sample interact with the depleted material
of the detector. The charge carriers are swept to the anode and cathode electrodes by
the electric field. Charge, which is collected by the electrodes is proportional to the
energy received from the radiation.
Efficiency curve of Ultra-LEGe detector and conventional Si based detectors can be
seen in figure 10. In the figure can be seen that Ultra-LEGe detector retains great
efficiency with high energies.
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Figure 10: Comparison of Germanium and Silicon efficiency curves [26]
The collected charge in the detector is converted to voltage pulse by a preampli-
fier. Preamplifier is Canberra I-TRP model. It is called ”Integrated Transistor Reset
Preamplifier”. Integrated transistor eliminates long recovery time which happens be-
cause of illumination of FET. I-TRP is good for high count rate applications and FET
makes low noise [26]. The preamplifier is connected to the Canberra model 2026 am-
plifier and to Canberra high voltage power supply model 3106D with coaxial cables.
Linear amplifier is connected to Dual ADC model 7072 analog-to-digital converter,
which is then connected to the multi channel analyser (MCA) and to the computer.
Gaussian pulse shaping with shaping time of 12 µs and a coarse gain of 100 was used.
In the ADC, spectrum size was adjusted to 2048 channels.
Germanium has low band gap so detector must be cooled to reduce noise which
comes from thermal generation of charge carriers. Detector was cooled with liquid
nitrogen (LN2). Cooling time was 8 hours so a dewar vessel had to be filled at least
8 hours before the measurements started. When the dewar vessel was filled with LN2
and bias was on, measurements could be done 2-3 days straight before the dewar had
to be refilled.
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To be able to distinguish all of the desired elements in the same spectrum, absorber
between the detector and the sample can be used. Mylar and aluminium absorbers
are common. Absorbers absorb low-energy bremsstrahlung x-rays which comes from
secondary electrons. However, often they absorb too much of the characteristic x-
rays from light elements and therefore cannot be used when wanting to detect all the
elements in the sample. Solution for this problem is funny filter. It is an absorber
with a tiny hole in the middle. Hole is usually a few percent of the detector surface
area [27]. The purpose of the funny filter is that it has zero effect on the less intense
high energy x-rays but it greatly reduces the intensity of light element x-rays which
come with higher cross sections. Reason for this is that the light element x-rays are
being absorbed heavily in the absorber material, except those which go through the
hole in the middle [28].
In our set-up, 12.5 µm Cr funny filter absorber is used between the detector and the
sample. It is placed in front of the detector window. It is used to reduce the effect of
iron and light element x-rays in the PIXE spectrum.
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3.3 Measurements
The elemental concentration of each sample was determined in the external beam
PIXE measurements. Each sample was irradiated for 15 min with 3 Mev proton beam
in our external beam set-up. X-ray spectra was acquired and saved using MPANT
software [29]. At the same time with the measurements, charge collected by the sample
was measured directly from the sample holder with the current integrator, and also
with beam profile monitor prior to the exit foil. Details of the measurement process
are described in Appendix A.
3.3.1 Samples
The samples were 166 pottery pieces from the neolithic stone age from different parts
of Finland, Sweden and Estonia. For the measurements, they were submerged in to
small epox cylinders. Pottery pieces were submerged so that one end of pottery piece
was in contact with the air. That surface was sanded smooth so that there were no
surface roughness which could affect the beam differently. Figures 11 and 12 show
examples of two samples.
Figure 11: Example of sample 1 Figure 12: Example of sample 2
3.3.2 Standard
Elemental concentrations from the samples were calculated by normalizing to known
concentrations from standard sample. Standard used in this experiment was brick
clay powder sample ”Standard Reference Material 679”. It was dried in a conven-
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tional oven for two hours at 105◦before the measurements. In a measurement day,
standard was always measured first. Measurement time for standard was 10 min-
utes. Reference sheet of the standard gives certified and non-certified concentrations
for constituent elements. Certified element concentrations for the standard were cal-
cium, iron, potassium, titanium, barium, chromium and strontium. Non-certified were
cobalt, manganese, rubidium and zinc [30].
3.3.3 Current measurements
Current measurement in PIXE irradiation is important for quantitative analysis. Be-
cause the beam travels in air, direct current measurement can be difficult because
the beam ionizes the path it travels in non-vacuum. So when collecting the charge
from the sample, some of the electrons from the ionization path can end up being col-
lected to ground if they don’t recombine with positive ions. Then, positive ions from
the path can end up being measured from the sample holder. Result is that current
measured is larger than actual beam current. This has been studied in [31,32].
We had two ways to measure the current from the sample. With current integrator
from the sample holder and with Beam Profile Monitor (BPM) by measuring the
secondary electron current from the beam. The instruments for both measurement
methods were installed under the same PXI platform
Current was measured from the sample holder with NI PXI-4071 digital multimeter.
Resolution of this current was 1-pA. Current and charge were stored in a database.
NI PXI-6230 multifunction DAQ was used to digitize BPM signal. Beam profile areas,
centroids, medians and quartiles for X and Y direction were computed and stored in
the database. Then the integrated beam charge was computed from the BPM’s beam
profile areas.
We wanted to measure the current with the current integrator and used profilometer
as a backup, so we used values from the profilometer to verify the current integrator
values.
After each measurement, profilometer value and current integrator value were plotted
and it was checked that they were linearly correlated at each other. If measurement
point didn’t follow a line, that sample was measured again. Results of the current
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measurements can be seen in current measurement results subsection.
3.4 Analysis program AXIL
Peak fitting was done with the program AXIL for which the name comes from the
words Analysis of X-ray spectra by Iterative Least square fitting [33]. Each spectrum
was divided in to two ROIs (Region Of Interest). Low energy and high energy part.
Different fitting models were selected for low and high energy parts of the spectrum
based on the background, and those same fitting models were used with every spec-
trum. Background in the low energy part was larger and more complex than in the
high energy part, which was more flat. We used bremsstrahlung of order 4 background
fit to the low energy part and exponential of order 4 to the high energy part. Then,
all spectra were run by a batch file to get the peak areas. Details of the AXIL runs
are described in the Appendix A.
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4 Results
Peak areas from AXIL were normalized using charge collected by the sample. Current
measurements provided these values. Normalization was done using a program written
in R code. The whole R code is in Appendix C. Normalized values of the elemental
concentrations can be seen in Appendix D.
4.1 Measured spectra
Spectra from all 166 samples were plotted. The spectra were divided in to two regions,
A and B. Figure 13 shows all 166 spectra from the samples in the energy region A of
2-19 keV.
A
Figure 13: All spectra from 2 to 19 keV
Figure 14 shows all 166 spectra from the samples in the energy region of B 28-40
keV.
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BFigure 14: All spectra from 28 to 40 keV
4.2 Current measurement results
Figure 15 shows current integrator’s charge values versus Fe peak areas from the AXIL
fits of the 10 sample measurements. We can see that the current measurement with
the current integrator works well. Reasons for outliers can be for example if the sample
holder moves a little bit at it’s place. In that case geometry of the measurement system
changes. This might have happened in our set-up. Also ionization of air molecules
in beam’s path could cause some deviation. Other reasons for outliers can be if
the beam changes spot, and also charge collection differences at the inhomogeneous
sample’s surface due to the different conductivities in the surface.
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Figure 15: Current integrator charge values versus AXIL iron peak areas from the 10
sample measurements
Figures 16, 17 and 18 show the current integrator values versus profilometer for
real samples for three different days. One can see in the figure 16 some deviation.
Reason for this deviation could be for example that something has happened to the
beam which changes the BPM value a little bit. For example if the beam changes
spot, it can cause this shift because it changes the BPM value. This needs to be
studied more. Figures 17 and 18 show same kind of small deviation from the line.
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Figure 16: Set 1 of current integrator charge values versus profilometer values from
real samples
Figure 17: Set 2 of current integrator
charge values versus profilometer val-
ues from real samples
Figure 18: Set 3 of current integrator
charge values versus profilometer val-
ues from real samples
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4.3 Elemental concentrations
In R program, measured Kβ to Kα ratios from desired elements were used to tease out
the element contributions to spectral peaks. Then, elements which had peaks which
overlapped each other in the spectra were studied more by measuring other samples
which were known to have clearly distinguishable peaks of desired elements. From
these known samples, Kα and Kβ areas were measured and then the ratio Kβ/Kα was
taken. For example to get Fe Kβ/Kα ratio, iron sample was measured. These ratios
were:
Element Kβ to Kα ratio
K 0.4934
Cr 0.210247
Mn 0.00644
Fe 0.4227
Ti 0.27053
Zr 0.16552
Nb 0.16901
Br 0.17804
Co 0.34101
Table 2: Kβ/Kα ratios calculated from AXIL fits
Using peak intensity ratios and knowledge about the overlapped peaks, all of the
desired peak areas were recalculated in R. R code to do this can be seen in Appendix
C. Then, using R, elemental concentrations were achieved by normalizing these new
peak area values with the values from the standard sample.
Results consisted of elemental concentrations from elements K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn,
Fe, Ni, Ca, Zn, Rb, Sr, Y, Nb, Zr and Ba. Achieved elemental concentrations of 19
samples out of 166 from atomic number 19 potassium to atomic number 28 nickel
can be seen in figure 19. EN1-4 samples are from Espoo Na¨kinkyla¨, HAM1-6 samples
are from Halikko Ma¨ry, HM1-2 samples are from Helsinki Malminkartano and IRT1-7
samples are from Inkoo Ragnvalds Ta¨htela¨. One can see in the barplot that every one
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of the 19 samples consist mostly of iron and potassium.
Achieved elemental concentrations of 19 samples out of 166 from atomic number 29
copper to atomic number 56 barium can be seen in figure 20.
All of the measured elemental concentrations from 166 samples can be seen in Ap-
pendix A.
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Figure 19: K to Ni elemental concentrations of 19 samples from 4 different locations
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Figure 20: Cu to Ba elemental concentrations of 19 samples from 4 different locations
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5 Conclusions
External beam PIXE analysis with our upgraded set-up provided fast, safe and sen-
sitive method to study archaeological objects.
With thin Si3N4 exit window and carbon grid support, we were able to get large
beam area which provided us multiple benefits including higher total beam current
with lower beam current density, larger area of analysis without moving the beam or
sample and better overall analysis in the case of inhomogeneous samples
We were able to measure current more reliably by using both direct current measure-
ment with current integrator from sample holder and with beam profile monitor from
the beam prior to the exit foil.
We constructed and tested exit window support set-up with different membrane
thicknesses and positions and graphite support positions. Foil thickness of 500 nm
ended up being the best solution because it was robust enough to survive both gluing
and vacuum test with ease. however, it is possible to use 100 nm thick membrane
but it requires very precise and clean work to glue it properly. We used 500 nm
window flat side down and flat side of the carbon grid up so that there were no
space between membrane and carbon grid. This was the safest way, because that way
bending of membrane due to pressure difference of air and vacuum was minimized.
Otherwise bending of membrane can cause uneven energy loss for the ion beam. Large
enough bending due to the pressure difference can also cause increased frictional forces
between the membrane and the carbon grid in real PIXE measurement, so it was safer
to accelerator vacuum to use more robust membrane.
Current measurement with BPM gave clear advantage over for direct current mea-
surement because it was independent of ionization of air molecules, and charge col-
lection differences in sample surface didn’t affect it. When plotting current integrator
value against BPM value, measurement points followed a line quite nicely so using
these two measurement methods together gave the most reliable solution for current
measurements.
Analysis of achieved spectra using AXIL worked nicely. Background subtractions
and fitting models were easy to use and they provided results with good accuracy.
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Appendix A AXIL runs
AXIL is a DOS based program so to run it in Windows 7 operating system we had to
use DOSBox emulator.
A.1 AXIL Settings for PIXE analysis
When opening AXIL, the program first asks what is the set directory. Set directory
is a default working directory, where all of the result files are saved and input data
are read. AXIL BIN folder was selected as a set directory. Then in the AXIL X-ray
Analysis window Spectrum analysis was selected. Then:
⇒ Specify parameter for spectrum analysis
⇒ Specify spectrum analysis parameters
⇒ Fitting control parameters
Following parameters were selected:
- Minimum chi-square value: 0.000
- Maximum number of iterations: 1000
- Minimum difference in chi-square: -1000
- Optimize mode: n
⇒ Specify experimental parameters
⇒ Excitation mode
- Proton induced x-ray emission (PIXE)
⇒ Excitation conditions
- Primary excitation energy (KeV): 16.5000
- Angle of incidence (degrees): 45.0000
- Detector take-off angle (degrees): 45.0000
A.2 Adding peaks of interest and background model
Calibration in AXIL can be done by using a well known standard sample. After
calibration, all the chemical elements that samples had, were added. Few of the spectra
were examined and all the elements that had measurable peaks in them, were added.
To add peaks of interest, one must first load a spectrum of a sample. First, Perform
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spectrum fitting was selected and then Analyse spectra. For example command
LOAD SPEC=EN2.SPE loads spectrum of sample EN2. With command KLM
MARK one can examine all the potential peaks that would be at certain energies
and one can see if they exist in the loaded spectrum. Then all the chemical elements
that had peaks in our spectra were identified and they were added. For example to
add Fe Kα and Kβ peaks to it, commands X-LINES ADD FE-KA and X-LINES
ADD FE-KB was used. This way AXIL treats these peaks independently and ratio
between these peaks is not fixed.
Next, one had to choose what background model to use in these spectra. Profiles
of low energy part and high energy part differed. Low energy part was much more
bumpy and high energy part more flat so each spectrum was divided into two regions
of interest (ROIs). To select the beginning and ending channel of ROI, command
ROI BEG= END= was used. Spectra were divided so that low energy region
consisted of channels 110-285 and high energy part channels 285-1250. At first, each
background model was tested to low energy part and examined about which looked
the best and which gave the lowest chi square value. Different background models
could be switched in the Specify parameters for spectrum analysis, and there
select Specify spectrum analysis parameters and then Background param-
eters. Different background model choices include linear background, exponential
background, bremsstrahlung background and smooth filter background. With these
one can select orders of polynomials that they include and with smooth filter back-
ground, one can choose how many background iterations it takes. Bremsstrahlung of
order 4 was decided to use to low energy part. Then, same thing was done to the high
energy part and exponential of order 4 was selected.
After all the peaks of interest, background model and other settings were chosen.
These all were saved in to an input file. In the Perform spectrum fitting window,
save model and then in new file were selected. So after this, one had two input
files. One for the low energy part and one for the high energy part.
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A.3 Spectrum analysis example
This is an example of the spectrum analysis done with one sample. First, input file for
the low energy part was loaded. In the AXIL spectrum analysis, Select model
window was selected and there one chose previously saved input file for the low energy
spectrum. In the figure 21 can be seen parameters of model used in analysing low
energy part of spectrum.
Figure 21: Parameters for analysing low energy part of spectrum
In this example, spectrum of sample EN2 was loaded.
Command LOAD SPEC=EN2.SPE was used. To zoom to the selected channels,
command DISPLAY ROI can be used. With Crtl + F11 one can reduce and Ctrl
+ F12 one can increase cycles so that AXIL takes more of computer power and is
faster when doing iterations. To fit the region of interest and strip the background,
command FIT N ITER=100 was used. Right side of the equals sign tells how
many iterations one chooses. Figure 22 shows low energy part spectrum of sample
EN2 and fitted background Bremsstrahlung of order 4.
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Figure 22: Low energy part spectrum of sample EN2 with fitted background
Bremsstrahlung of order 4
In the figure 23 can be seen results from the fit. This is achieved with the command
REPORT SHOW. Results include peak areas and their standard deviations. Also
Chi square values which tells the goodness of the fit are shown. Lower the Chi square,
better the fit. Chi square can’t be lower than 1.
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Figure 23: Report of values from the fit in the low energy part of spectrum
If the peak area value was negative, it meant that the corresponding peak could
not be found in the spectrum and it was ignored. Then, these results were saved with
the command report save. These positive peak area values were then analysed with
the R-code which then gave the real elemental concentrations from the sample.
Then, input file that was made for high energy part was selected. In the figure 24
can be seen parameters of model used in the analysis of high energy part of spectrum.
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Figure 24: Parameters for analysing high energy part of spectrum
In the figure 25 can be seen high energy part spectrum of sample EN2 and fitted
background Exponential of order 4.
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Figure 25: High energy part spectrum of sample EN2 with fitted background Expo-
nential of order 4
In the figure 26 can be seen results from the fit.
Figure 26: Report of values from the fit in the high energy part of spectrum
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Appendix B Measurement process
PIXE measurement process consisted of few steps that were done with every sample.
B.1 Measurement steps
First, white quartz slice was put to sample holder. Then in the control room, beam
was put on and the position of the beam spot on the quartz was observed in a video
monitor. Then, that position was marked to the video monitor and the beam was
stopped. Sample was put to it’s place in the sample holder. The side of the cylinder
where there were no epoxy in between the sample and incoming ion beam was put so
that it faces the incoming beam. Then, sample was observed in the video monitor to
see that the mark was in the middle of the sample.
Then, after leaving the beam line room and locking the doors, beam was put on in
the control room. Then beam intensity was adjusted so that the rate was about
700-900 counts/s. After beam current was stable and rate about 700-900 counts/s,
measurement was started. In the measurement, the spectrum measurement in the
MPANT software was started along with the current integrator measurement.
Measurement time was 900 seconds. Sometimes measurement time was changed to get
the proper amount of total counts. Running time can be seen in MPANT program’s
Run Time section. After 900 seconds, measurement was stopped by stopping the
recording of spectrum and current integrator at the same time. Then, the beam was
stopped. Then all the needed values were written to excel file. These values were
name of the sample, time, run time, collected charge by the current integrator and
profilometer current area. Then, measured spectrum in the Mpant software was saved
in the file - Save MPA As.. After this, new sample was put to the sample holder and
measurement was started again.
B.2 Monitoring results
After every sample, charge collected and profilometer area values were drawn in to
graph to see that they were linearly correlated. If measurement point differed from
the line, the sample was measured again before the next sample.
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Appendix C R code
BaseFolder=”C: /Users/Tuomas/Desktop/AXIL Fittaus150422/AXIL Fi t taus ”
setwd ( BaseFolder )
f i l e=”n{\ ”a} y t t e e t . x l sx ”
r equ i r e (XLConnect )
r e qu i r e ( p ly r )
r e qu i r e ( ggplot2 )
wb = loadWorkbook ( f i l e )
df = readWorksheet (wb, sheet = ”Sheet1 ” , header = TRUE)
s=dim( df )
t=df [ 4 : s [ 1 ] , ] ; colnames ( t )<−df [ 3 , ] ; t=df [ 4 : s [ 1 ] , ]
t<−t [ c (2 ,5 , 6 , 11 ,12 ,17 ,18 ,23 ) ]
t<−rename ( t , c ( ”Kohtiovaraus . .C. ”=”TQ” , ”Out . f i l e ”=”OutFile ” , ”Run . time . . s . ”=”RunTime” , ”Live . time
. . s . ”=”LiveTime ”) )
#t<−rename ( t , c ( ”Col5 ”=”TQ” , ”Col23 ”=”OutFile ” , ”Col11 ”=”RunTime” , ”Col12 ”=”LiveTime ”
, ”Col2 ”=”N{\ ”a}yte ”) )
o u t f i l e s=t$OutFile
AnalyzeThese=which ( ! i s .na( o u t f i l e s ) )
t=t [ AnalyzeThese , ]
#o u t f i l e s=pa s t e ( o u t f i l e s , ”.OUT” , sep =””)
#−−−−−−−−−S e l e c t on l y 679 s tandard measurements
#−−−−−−−−P lo t s tandard sp e c s
tempt=t [ grep ( ”679 ” , t$OutFile ) , ]
o u t f i l e s=tempt$OutFile
setwd (paste ( BaseFolder , ”Spek t r i t ” , sep=””) )
require ( p ly r )
require ( ggp lot2 )
#samples=c (”Zn i ” , ”Mn i ” , ”KI i ” , ”Fe i ” , ”Cr i ” , ”28 2 679”)
#samples=c (”Cr i ” , ”28 2 679”)
#samples=c (”KI i ” , ”28 2 679”)
samples=o u t f i l e s
b={}
Tcounts={}
AllSpec=data . frame ( )
for (sample in samples ){
f i l ename=paste (sample , ” .SPE” , sep=””)
specs=read . table ( f i l e=fi lename , sk ip=16, header=FALSE)
x=(1:max(dim( specs ) )−1)∗2∗13 .7/1000+26.88/1000
#p l o t ( x , y=spec s [ , 1 ] , l o g =”y ” , t ype=”l ”)
s s=as . character ( x )
s s [ ]= sample
temp=data . frame ( ss , x , specs [ , 1 ] ) ;names( temp)<−c ( ”Sample ” , ”Channel ” , ”Counts ”)
Al lSpec=rbind ( AllSpec , temp)
Tcounts [ sample]=sum( specs )
HECounts [ sample]=sum( specs [ 1 5 0 : 1 5 0 0 , 1 ] )
}
gg<−ggp lot (data=AllSpec , aes (x=Channel , y=Counts ,
group=Sample , c o l o r=Sample ) )+scale y log10 ( )+geom l i n e ( s i z e =0.1)
#gg<−gg + s c a l e x con t inuous ( l i m i t s = c (2100 , 2300) ) + s c a l e y l o g10 ( l i m i t s=c (1 ,20) )
gg<− gg+ xlab ( ”Energy [ keV ] ”) + ylab ( ”Counts ”) + scale x cont inuous ( breaks = round( seq (0 , 55 , by
= 0 .5 ) ,1) )
gg
setwd ( BaseFolder )
ggsave ( ”Spektr itStandardMeass . pdf ” , he ight=6, width=50, l i m i t s i z e=FALSE)
#−−−−−−−−−P lo t specs−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
setwd (paste ( BaseFolder , ”Spek t r i t ” , sep=””) )
require ( p ly r )
require ( ggp lot2 )
#samples=c (”14 3 679” ,”18 31679” ,”18 32679” ,”28 2 679”)
o u t f i l e s=t$OutFile
samples=o u t f i l e s
b={}
Tcounts={}
HECounts={}
AllSpec=data . frame ( )
for (sample in samples ){
f i l ename=paste (sample , ” .SPE” , sep=””)
specs=read . table ( f i l e=fi lename , sk ip=16, header=FALSE)
x=(1:max(dim( specs ) )−1)∗2∗13 .7/1000+26.88/1000
#p l o t ( x , y=spec s [ , 1 ] , l o g =”y ” , t ype=”l ”)
s s=as . character ( x )
s s [ ]= sample
temp=data . frame ( ss , x , specs [ , 1 ] ) ;names( temp)<−c ( ”Sample ” , ”Channel ” , ”Counts ”)
Al lSpec=rbind ( AllSpec , temp)
Tcounts [ sample]=sum( specs
# HECounts [ sample ]=sum( spe c s [ 0 : 2 0 0 0 , 1 ] )
}
Counts=data . frame (names(HECounts ) ,HECounts )
Counts <− rename (Counts , replace=c ( ”names . HECounts . ” = ”OutFile ”) )
gg<−ggp lot (data=AllSpec , aes (x=Channel , y=Counts ,
group=Sample , c o l o r=Sample ) )+scale y log10 ( )+geom l i n e ( s i z e =0.1)
#gg<−gg + s c a l e x con t inuous ( l i m i t s = c (2100 , 2300) ) + s c a l e y l o g10 ( l i m i t s=c (1 ,20) )
gg<− gg+ xlab ( ”Energy [ keV ] ”) + ylab ( ”Counts ”) + scale x cont inuous ( breaks = round( seq (0 , 55 , by
= 0 .5 ) ,1) )
gg
setwd ( BaseFolder )
ggsave ( ”Spek t r i t . pdf ” , he ight=6, width=50, l i m i t s i z e=FALSE)
#
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#samples=c (”EN1 I f u l l k y t k ema t t a ” , ”EN1 I heavyab s ky t k ema t t a ”)
#−−−−−−−−−−Read AXIL out f i l e s
setwd (paste ( BaseFolder , ”LE Outit ” , sep=””) )
o u t f i l e s=t$OutFile
samples=o u t f i l e s
source ( ” . . /LoadFullReport . r ”)
r e s l e<−b
qplot ( r e s l e $OutFile , r e s l e $Chisq , r e s l e $ChisqPeak )
r e s l e [ ( r e s l e $Chisq>(mean( r e s l e $Chisq )+2∗sd ( r e s l e $Chisq ) ) ) , ] # L i s t p o s s i b l e o u t l i e r s
setwd (paste ( BaseFolder , ”HE Outit ” , sep=””) )
source ( ” . . /LoadFullReport . r ”)
r e s he<−b
qplot ( r e s he$OutFile , r e s he$Chisq )
r e s he [ ( r e s he$Chisq>(mean( r e s he$Chisq )+2∗sd ( r e s he$Chisq ) ) ) , ] # L i s t p o s s i b l e o u t l i e r s
r e s<−rbind ( r e s le , r e s he )
r e s$OutFile<−as . factor ( r e s$OutFile )
r e s so r t ed<−arrange ( res , OutFile , Energy )
# Plo t raw peak area pa i r p l o t s f o r s tandard
l ibrary ( ggp lot2 )
l ibrary (GGally )
require ( p ly r )
tw=re s wide NonNorm [ grep ( ”679 ” , r e s wide NonNorm$Sample ) , ]
tw=rename (tw , c ( ”Ca−Ka”=”CaKa” , ”Ca−Kb”=”CaKb” , ”Co−Ka”=”CoKa” , ”Co−Kb”=”CoKb” , ”Cr−Ka”=”CrKa” ,
”Cr−Kb”=”CrKb” , ”Fe−Ka”=”FeKa” , ”Fe−Kb”=”FeKb” , ”K −Ka”=”KKa” , ”K −Kb”=”” , ”Mn−Ka”=”MnKa” ,
”Mn−Kb”=”MnKb” , ”Ni−Ka”=”NiKa” , ”Ni−Kb”=”NiKb” , ”Ti−Ka”=”TiKa” , ”Ti−Kb”=”TiKb”) )
# Take in Currents
t t=t [ , c ( 8 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ) ] ; t t$TQ=as .numeric ( t t$TQ) ; t t$LiveTime=as .numeric ( t t$LiveTime ) ; t t
$RunTime=as .numeric ( t t$RunTime)
ttw <− merge( x=tw , y=tt , by . x=”Sample ” ,by . y=”OutFile ” , x . a l l=TRUE, y . a l l=FALSE)
ttw <− merge( x=ttw , y=Counts , by . x=”Sample ” ,by . y=”OutFile ” , x . a l l=TRUE, y . a l l=FALSE)
ttw=ttw [ , c (which ( tw [1 , ]>10000) ,54 ,56) ]
rownames( ttw ) <− seq ( length=nrow( ttw ) )
ttw [12 , ]=0
gg<− ggpa i r s (data=ttw )
# p l o tma t r i x ( )
# geom smooth ( method=lm , se=FALSE, f u l l r a n g e=TRUE, co l ou r=”b l a c k ”) +
# geom smooth ( method=lm , se=TRUE, f u l l r a n g e=TRUE, co l ou r=”b l a c k ”) +
# expand l i m i t s ( x = 0 , y = 0)
gg
pdf ( f i l e=”RawPeakAreaPairs . pdf ” , width=14, he ight=14)
gg
dev . of f ( )
rp NN<−r e s wide NonNorm [ , 1 : 2 ]
rp NN$KKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”K −Ka”
rp NN$CaK<−r e s wide NonNorm$”K −Kb”+re s wide NonNorm$”Ca−Ka”
rp NN$CaKb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Ca−Kb”
rp NN$TiKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Ti−Ka”
rp NN$TiKb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Ti−Kb”
rp NN$CrKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Cr−Ka”
rp NN$MnCr<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Cr−Kb”+re s wide NonNorm$”Mn−Ka”
rp NN$FeMn<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Fe−Ka”+re s wide NonNorm$”Mn−Kb”
rp NN$CoFe<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Fe−Kb”+re s wide NonNorm$”Co−Ka”
rp NN$CoKb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Co−Kb”
rp NN$NiKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Ni−Ka”
rp NN$CuKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Cu−Ka”
rp NN$ZnKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Zn−Ka”
rp NN$ZnKb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Zn−Kb”
rp NN$AsKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”As−Ka”
rp NN$AsKb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”As−Kb”
rp NN$RbKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Rb−Ka”
rp NN$SrKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Sr−Ka”
rp NN$YRb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Rb−Kb”+re s wide NonNorm$”Y −Ka”
rp NN$ZrSr<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Sr−Kb”+re s wide NonNorm$”Zr−Ka”
rp NN$NbY<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Y −Kb”+re s wide NonNorm$”Nb−Ka”
rp NN$NbKb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Nb−Kb”
rp NN$ZrKb<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Zr−Kb”
rp NN$XeKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Xe−Ka”
rp NN$BaKa<−r e s wide NonNorm$”Ba−Ka”
tw=rp NN[ grep ( ”679 ” , rp NN$Sample ) , ]
ttw<− merge( x=tw , y=tt , by . x=”Sample ” ,by . y=”OutFile ” , x . a l l=TRUE, y . a l l=FALSE)
ttw <− merge( x=ttw , y=Counts , by . x=”Sample ” ,by . y=”OutFile ” , x . a l l=TRUE, y . a l l=FALSE)
ttw2=ttw
ttw2 [ , 2 : 2 7 ]<−ttw [ , 2 : 2 7 ] ∗ttw$RunTime/ttw$LiveTime #Correc t peak areas f o r deadt ime
ttw=ttw2
ttw=ttw [ , c (which ( tw [1 , ]>10000) ,28 ,32) ]
rownames( ttw ) <− seq ( length=nrow( ttw ) )
ttw [12 , ]=0
gg<− ggpa i r s (data=ttw )
# p l o tma t r i x ( )
# geom smooth ( method=lm , se=FALSE, f u l l r a n g e=TRUE, co l ou r=”b l a c k ”) +
# geom smooth ( method=lm , se=TRUE, f u l l r a n g e=TRUE, co l ou r=”b l a c k ”) +
# expand l i m i t s ( x = 0 , y = 0)
gg
pdf ( f i l e=”RawPeakAreaPairs2 . pdf ” , width=20, he ight=20)
gg
dev . of f ( )
# h t t p ://www. cyc l i smo . org/ t u t o r i a l /R/ l i n e a rL e a s t S q u a r e s . html
ttw=ttw [ 1 : 1 1 , ]
sds =1:4∗0
f i t <− lm( ttw$FeMn ˜ ttw$TiKb)
sds [1 ]= sd ( residuals ( f i t )/ttw$FeMn)
f i t <− lm( ttw$FeMn ˜ ttw$CrKa)
sds [2 ]= sd ( residuals ( f i t )/ttw$FeMn)
f i t <− lm( ttw$FeMn ˜ ttw$MnCr)
sds [3 ]= sd ( residuals ( f i t )/ttw$FeMn)
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f i t <− lm( ttw$FeMn ˜ ttw$CoFe)
sds [4 ]= sd ( residuals ( f i t )/ttw$FeMn)
sds
f i t <− lm( ttw$FeMn ˜ ttw$TQ)
sds [5 ]= sd ( residuals ( f i t )/ttw$FeMn)
sds
f i t <− lm( ttw$HECounts ˜ ttw$TQ)
sds [6 ]= sd ( residuals ( f i t )/ttw$HECounts )
sds
#−−−−−−−−Merge t a b l e s , Normal ize Peak areas to Target cu r r en t and c o r r e c t f o r deadt ime
r e s<− merge( x=res , y=t , by=”OutFile ” , x . a l l=TRUE)
r e s$TQ=as .numeric ( r e s$TQ)
r e s$RunTime=as .numeric ( r e s$RunTime)
r e s$LiveTime=as .numeric ( r e s$LiveTime )
r e s$NormalizedArea=re s$Area/ r e s$TQ∗ r e s$RunTime/ r e s$LiveTime∗1e−7
r e s$NAreaStdev=re s$Stdev/ r e s$TQ∗ r e s$RunTime/ r e s$LiveTime∗1e−7
r e s$Sample=re s$OutFile
r e s l e=re s [which ( r e s$Energy<7.2) , ]
r e s he=re s [which ( r e s$Energy>=7.2) , ]
#−−−−−−−−−−Make wide t a b l e−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
l ibrary ( reshape2 )
r e s$Chisq=as . factor ( r e s$Chisq )
#temp=re s [ , c ( ”Nayte ” , ”Sample ” , ”Line ” , ”NormalizedArea ” , ”Chisq ”) ]
#re s wide=dca s t ( temp , Sample + Nayte ˜ Line + Chisq , v a l u e . var=”NormalizedArea ”)
temp=re s [ , c ( ”Nayte ” , ”Sample ” , ”Line ” , ”NormalizedArea ”) ]
r e s wide=dcast ( temp , Sample + Nayte ˜ Line , value . var=”NormalizedArea ”)
#−−−−−−−−Combine th e f i t t e d peaks to t o t a l count s f o r each peak in spectrum
rp<−r e s wide [ , 1 : 2 ]
rp$KKa<−r e s wide$”K −Ka”
rp$CaK<−r e s wide$”K −Kb”+re s wide$”Ca−Ka”
rp$CaKb<−r e s wide$”Ca−Kb”
rp$TiKa<−r e s wide$”Ti−Ka”
rp$TiKb<−r e s wide$”Ti−Kb”
rp$CrKa<−r e s wide$”Cr−Ka”
rp$MnCr<−r e s wide$”Cr−Kb”+re s wide$”Mn−Ka”
rp$FeMn<−r e s wide$”Fe−Ka”+re s wide$”Mn−Kb”
rp$CoFe<−r e s wide$”Fe−Kb”+re s wide$”Co−Ka”
rp$CoKb<−r e s wide$”Co−Kb”
rp$NiKa<−r e s wide$”Ni−Ka”
rp$CuKa<−r e s wide$”Cu−Ka”
rp$ZnKa<−r e s wide$”Zn−Ka”
rp$ZnKb<−r e s wide$”Zn−Kb”
rp$AsKa<−r e s wide$”As−Ka”
rp$AsKb<−r e s wide$”As−Kb”
rp$RbKa<−r e s wide$”Rb−Ka”
rp$SrKa<−r e s wide$”Sr−Ka”
rp$YRb<−r e s wide$”Rb−Kb”+re s wide$”Y −Ka”
rp$ZrSr<−r e s wide$”Sr−Kb”+re s wide$”Zr−Ka”
rp$NbY<−r e s wide$”Y −Kb”+re s wide$”Nb−Ka”
rp$NbKb<−r e s wide$”Nb−Kb”
rp$ZrKb<−r e s wide$”Zr−Kb”
rp$XeKa<−r e s wide$”Xe−Ka”
rp$BaKa<−r e s wide$”Ba−Ka”
#−−−−−−−−−Use measured ka−kb i n t e n s i t y d i f f e r e n c e to t e a s e out e l ement c o n t r i b u t i o n s to peaks
KKbtoKa=0.4934
CrKbtoKa=0.210247
MnKbtoKa=0.00644
FeKbtoKa=0.4227
TiKbtoKa=0.27053
ZrKbtoKa=0.16552
NbKbtoKa=0.16901
BrKbtoKa=0.17804
CoKbtoKa=0.34101
#Le . . .
ec<−r e s wide [ , 1 : 2 ]
ec$KKa=rp$KKa
ec$KKb=KKbtoKa∗rp$KKa
ec$CaKa=rp$CaK−KKbtoKa∗rp$KKa
ec$CaKb=rp$CaKb
ec$TiKa=rp$TiKa
ec$TiKb=rp$TiKb
ec$CrKa=rp$CrKa
ec$CrKb=CrKbtoKa∗rp$CrKa
ec$MnKa=rp$MnCr−CrKbtoKa∗rp$CrKa
ec$MnKb=MnKbtoKa∗ec$MnKa
ec$FeKa=rp$FeMn−ec$MnKb
ec$FeKb=rp$CoFe−rp$CoKb/CoKbtoKa
ec$CoKa=rp$CoFe−ec$FeKb
ec$CoKb=rp$CoKb
ec$NiKa=rp$NiKa
#He . .
ec$CuKa=rp$CuKa
ec$ZnKa=rp$ZnKa
ec$ZnKb=rp$ZnKb
ec$AsKa=rp$AsKa
ec$AsKb=rp$AsKb
ec$RbKa=rp$RbKa
ec$RbKb=ZrKbtoKa∗rp$RbKa
ec$SrKa=rp$SrKa
ec$SrKb=rp$ZrSr−rp$ZrKb/ZrKbtoKa
ec$YKa=rp$YRb−ZrKbtoKa∗rp$RbKa
ec$YKb=rp$NbY−rp$NbKb/NbKbtoKa
ec$ZrKa=rp$ZrKb/ZrKbtoKa
ec$ZrKb=rp$ZrKb
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ec$NbKa=rp$NbKb/NbKbtoKa
ec$NbKb=rp$NbKb
ec$XeKa=rp$XeKa
ec$BaKa=rp$BaKa
%For example , ec\$FeKb=rp\$CoFe−rp\$CoKb/CoKbtoKa means new Fe $K \beta$ peak area i s Co ’ s and
%Fe ’ s combined peak CoFe minus Co ’ s $K \beta$ peak d iv ided with i n t e n s i t y r a t i o o f Co ’ s
$K \beta$ %to $K \alpha$ . After th i s , e l ementa l concent ra t i on s were achieved by normal i z ing
these va lues %with va lues from the standard sample .
#−−−−−−−−−−−Write l ong t a b l e and wide t a b l e as e x c e l f i l e s
l ibrary ( x l sx )
setwd ( BaseFolder ) ;
write . x l sx ( ec , ”PixeWideTable . x l s ” , row .names=FALSE)
write . x l sx ( res , ”PixeLongTable . x l s ” , row .names=FALSE)
#−−−−−−−−−−Normal ize to c on c en t r a t i o n s w i th s t anda rd s
StandardsForNorm=ec [ grep ( ”679 ” , ec$Sample ) , ]
StandardsForNorm
temp=StandardsForNorm [ 3 : length ( StandardsForNorm ) ]
StandardValuesForNorm=colMeans ( temp)
StandardValuesForNorm
RelSDs=apply ( temp , 2 , sd )/StandardValuesForNorm
RelSDs
Goodness=t (apply ( temp , 1 , function ( x ) abs ( ( x−StandardValuesForNorm )/StandardValuesForNorm ) ) )
Goodness
rowMeans (Goodness )
#StandardConcs=re s wide [ 1 , ] ∗NA
StandardConcs=ec [ 1 , ]
StandardConcs [2 ]= ”std concent ra t i on s ”
StandardConcs [ 3 : length ( StandardConcs ) ]=0
length ( StandardConcs )
StandardConcs$”KKa”=2.433
StandardConcs$”KKb”=2.433
StandardConcs$”CaKa”=0.1628
StandardConcs$”CaKb”=0.1628
StandardConcs$”TiKa”=0.577
StandardConcs$”TiKb”=0.577
StandardConcs$”CrKa”=109.7e−4
StandardConcs$”CrKb”=109.7e−4
StandardConcs$”FeKa”=9.05
StandardConcs$”FeKb”=9.05
StandardConcs$”BaKa”=432.2e−4
StandardConcs$”SrKa”=73.4e−4
StandardConcs$”SrKb”=73.4e−4
StandardConcs$”MnKa”=1730e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
StandardConcs$”MnKb”=1730e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
StandardConcs$”ZnKa”=150e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
StandardConcs$”ZnKb”=150e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
StandardConcs$”CoKa”=26e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
StandardConcs$”CoKb”=26e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
StandardConcs$”RbKa”=190e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
StandardConcs$”RbKb”=190e−4 # non c e r t i f i e d
#StandardConcs$”NiKa”=???
#StandardConcs$”CuKa”=???
length ( StandardConcs )
StandardCs=StandardConcs [ 3 : length ( StandardConcs ) ]
NormCurve=StandardCs/StandardValuesForNorm
E=StandardCs∗0
#
E[ 1 , ]<−c ( 3 . 3 1 3 , 3 . 5 8 9 , 3 . 6 9 1 , 4 . 0 1 2 , 4 . 5 1 0 , 4 . 9 3 1 , 5 . 4 14 , 5 . 946 , 5 . 8 98 ,6 .490 , 6 . 4 04 , 7 . 0 58 , 6 . 9 30
, 7 . 649 , 7 . 478 , 8 . 048 , 8 . 638 , 9 . 527 , 10 . 543 , 11 . 726 , 13 . 395 , 14 . 961 ,14 .165 ,15 . 835 ,14 . 958
, 16 . 737 , 16 . 615 , 15 . 775 , 17 . 667 , 18 . 622 ,29 .779 , 32 . 194 )
#p l o t (E, NormCurve )
#l i n e s (E, NormCurve )
Ef f Inds=c (1 , 3 , 5 , 7 , 9 , 12 ,17 ,21 ,23 ,32 )
StandardCs [ E f f Inds ]
x=as .numeric (E[ E f f Inds ] ) ; y=as .numeric (NormCurve [ E f f Inds ] )
t i t l e ( ”Nomalizat ion f a c t o r curve ”)
plot (x , y )
l ines (x , y )
t i t l e ( ”Total e f f i c i e n c y curve ”)
plot (x , 1/y )
l ines (x , 1/y )
# E l i mukaan Cu , Y, Zr , Nb
# Cu i n d e k s i l l {\”a} 16 , Y 25 , Zr 28 , Nb 27
# Ni mukaan koska j o i s s a i n s a i t e i s s a s i t {\”a} s e l v {\”a} s t i on , i n d e k s i 15
# J {\”a} t e t {\”a }{\”a}n Co pois , Ni , Xe , en t {\”a} Cr?
UseForNormInds=c (1 ,3 , 5 , 7 , 9 , 12 ,15 ,16 ,17 ,21 ,23 ,25 ,27 ,28 ,32 )
StandardCs [ UseForNormInds ]
E[ UseForNormInds ]
x=as .numeric (E[ UseForNormInds ] ) ; y=as .numeric (NormCurve [ UseForNormInds ] )
t i t l e ( ”Nomalizat ion f a c t o r curve ”)
plot (x , y )
NormCurve [ UseForNormInds ]
NormCurve$NiKa=NormCurve$ZnKa
NormCurve$CuKa=NormCurve$ZnKa
NormCurve$YKa=NormCurve$SrKa
NormCurve$ZrKa=NormCurve$SrKa
NormCurve$NbKa=NormCurve$SrKa
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x=as .numeric (E[ UseForNormInds ] ) ; y=as .numeric (NormCurve [ UseForNormInds ] )
l ines (x , y )
IndToZero=which ( ec$NiKa<=20) ; ec$NiKa [ IndToZero ]=0
IndToZero=which ( ec$NbKa<=10) ; ec$NbKa[ IndToZero ]=0
ec2=ec [ , 3 : length ( StandardsForNorm ) ]
ec2=ec2 [ , UseForNormInds ]
NormC2=NormCurve [ 1 , UseForNormInds ]
Concentrat ions=ec2∗0
for ( i in 1 : length (NormC2) ){
#i=1
Concentrat ions [ , i ]=NormC2 [ 1 , i ]∗ec2 [ , i ]
}
eConcentrat ions=ec [ c (1 ,2 , UseForNormInds+2) ]
eConcentrat ions [ 3 : length ( eConcentrat ions ) ]<−Concentrat ions
eConcentrat ions
#−−−−−−−−−−−Write l ong t a b l e and wide t a b l e as e x c e l f i l e s
l ibrary ( x l sx )
setwd ( BaseFolder ) ;
write . x l sx ( eConcentrat ions , ”PixeWideTable . x l s ” , row .names=FALSE)
#wr i t e . x l s x ( res , ”PixeLongTable . x l s ” , row . names=FALSE)
save ( eConcentrat ions , f i l e=”eConcentrat ions . RData”)
# from wide to
l ong
l ibrary ( reshape )
l ibrary ( reshape2 )
ec long <− melt ( ec , id . vars=c ( ”Nayte ” , ”Sample ”) )
# Plo t PeakArea
BarP lo t s
setwd ( BaseFolder )
require ( p ly r )
data=re s he
data$Energy<−as . factor (data$Energy )
data$Orderi<−as . integer (data$Energy )
data$LineAl l<−as . factor (paste ( s p r i n t f ( ”%02d” , data$Orderi
) , as . character (data$Energy ) , as . character (data$Line ) ) )
require ( p ly r )
data norm=data
colourCount = length (unique (data norm$Line ) )
l ibrary ( RColorBrewer )
g e tPa l e t t e = colorRampPalette ( brewer . pa l (8 , ”Set1 ”) )
gg <− ggp lot (data norm , aes (x=Sample , f i l l =LineAll , order=Orderi , weight=NormalizedArea ) ) +
ylab ( ”Peak area ”)
gg <− gg + geom bar ( ) + coord f l i p ( ) + scale f i l l manual ( va lues = ge tPa l e t t e ( colourCount ) )
gg
ggsave ( ”PIXE HE 1310. pdf ” , he ight =30, width=10)
data=re s l e
data$Energy<−as . factor (data$Energy )
data$Orderi<−as . integer (data$Energy )
data$LineAl l<−as . factor (paste ( s p r i n t f ( ”%02d” , data$Orderi
) , as . character (data$Energy ) , as . character (data$Line ) ) )
require ( p ly r )
data norm=data
colourCount = length (unique (data norm$Line ) )
l ibrary ( RColorBrewer )
g e tPa l e t t e = colorRampPalette ( brewer . pa l (8 , ”Set1 ”) )
gg <− ggp lot (data norm , aes (x=Sample , f i l l =LineAll , order=Orderi , weight=NormalizedArea ) ) +
ylab ( ”Peak area ”)
gg <− gg + geom bar ( ) + coord f l i p ( ) + scale f i l l manual ( va lues = ge tPa l e t t e ( colourCount ) )
gg
ggsave ( ”PIXE LE 1310. pdf ” , he ight =30, width=10)
# −
#Calc t y p i c a l u n c e r t a i n t i e s
l ibrary ( p ly r )
load ( ” r e s .RDATA”)
r e s$RelUnc=100∗ r e s$NAreaStdev/ r e s$NormalizedArea
ind=which ( r e s$RunTime>800)
r e s2=re s [ ind , ]
cdata <− ddply ( res2 , c ( ”Line ”) , summarise ,
Unce = mean(RelUnc , na .rm=TRUE) ,
Uncesd = sd (RelUnc , na .rm=TRUE)
)
#
#Plo t norm re s from e x c e l l ong t a b l e
l ibrary (XLConnect ) # load XLConnect package
normconc = loadWorkbook ( ”PixeLongTable . x l s ”)
p i x e r e s = readWorksheet ( normconc , sheet=”Sheet1 ”)
save ( p ixe re s , f i l e=”p ix e r e s . RData”)
setwd ( BaseFolder )
require ( p ly r )
require ( ggp lot2 )
data=p ix e r e s
data$Energy<−as . factor (data$Energy )
data$Orderi<−as . integer (data$Energy )
data$LineAl l<−as . factor (paste ( s p r i n t f ( ”%02d” , data$Orderi
) , as . character (data$Energy ) , as . character (data$Line ) ) )
require ( p ly r )
data norm=data
colourCount = length (unique (data norm$Line ) )
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l ibrary ( RColorBrewer )
g e tPa l e t t e = colorRampPalette ( brewer . pa l (8 , ”Set1 ”) )
gg <− ggp lot (data norm , aes (x=Sample , f i l l =LineAll , order=Orderi , weight=NormalizedArea ) ) +
ylab ( ”Peak area ”)
gg <− gg + geom bar ( ) + coord f l i p ( ) + scale f i l l manual ( va lues = ge tPa l e t t e ( colourCount ) )
gg
ggsave ( ”PIXE HE 150427. pdf ” , he ight =30, width=10)
# Convert wide t a b l e to l ong and p l o t norm re s
l ibrary (XLConnect ) # load XLConnect package
wideconc = loadWorkbook ( ”PixeWideTablenew . x l s ”)
p ixewidere s = readWorksheet ( wideconc , sheet=”Sheet1 ”)
save ( p ixewideres , f i l e=”pixewidere s . RData”)
p i x e l ong r e s <− reshape ( p ixewideres , d i r e c t i o n=”long ” , varying=l i s t (names( p ixewidere s ) [ 2 : 1 5 ] ) ,
v .names=”NormConc” , idvar=c ( ”Sample ”) , t imevar=”Lines ” , t imes =2:15) )
#p i x e l o n g r e s <− ga t h e r ( p i x ew i d e r e s , Sample , Sample )
#p i x e l o n g r e s <− mel t ( p i x ew i d e r e s , i d=c (”KKa:BaKa”) )
#p i x e l o n g r e s <− re shape ( p i x ew i d e r e s ,
#va ry ing = c (”KKa”: ”BaKa”) ,
#v . names = ”NormConc ” ,
#t imevar = ”Sample ” ,
#t imes = c (”KKa”: ”BaKa”) ,
#d i r e c t i o n = ” long ”)
p ix e l ong r e s <− melt ( p ixewideres , id . vars=c ( ”KKa” , ”CaKa” , ”TiKa”) )
p i x e l ong r e s <− melt ( p ixewideres , id . vars=c ( ”Sample ”) , variable . name=”Lines ”)
reshape long NormConc Sample , i (sample ) j ( Lines )
setwd ( BaseFolder )
require ( p ly r )
require ( ggp lot2 )
data=pix e l ong r e s
data$Energy<−as . factor (data$variable )
data$Orderi<−as . integer (data$variable )
data$LineAl l<−as . factor (paste ( s p r i n t f ( ”%02d” , data$Orderi
) , as . character (data$Energy ) , as . character (data$variable ) ) )
require ( p ly r )
data norm=data
colourCount = length (unique (data norm$variable ) )
l ibrary ( RColorBrewer )
g e tPa l e t t e = colorRampPalette ( brewer . pa l (8 , ”Set1 ”) )
gg <− ggp lot (data norm , aes (x=Sample , f i l l =LineAll , order=Orderi , weight=value ) ) + ylab ( ”Peak
area ”)
gg <− gg + geom bar ( ) + coord f l i p ( ) + scale f i l l manual ( va lues = ge tPa l e t t e ( colourCount ) )
gg
ggsave ( ”PIXE HE 150427 t e s t i . pdf ” , he ight =30, width=10)
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